RESTORATION
SPECIALISTS
Classic Cornice Design Limited give every project our
utmost care and attention. Over the years we have become

PLASTERING COMPANY BASED
IN GLASGOW COVERING THE UK

renowned for our attention to detail on all ornamental
plastering restoration work, large or small.
We have manufactured and installed high quality decorative
ornamental plasterwork for castles, theatres, hotels, stately

Classic Cornice Design was formed in 1984, by John Macdonald. John is an expert in the field

homes, banks, shops and new build houses throughout

of interior and exterior moulded work and strives on only producing the very highest

the UK. Our mouldings are truly a work of art and would be a

work for his valued customers.

feature to any property for years to come, that’s why Classic
Cornice Design Limited has become the first choice for private

As an experienced ornamental plastering company in Glasgow, Classic Cornice

clients, designers and architects.

Design offers a large range of plaster products dating back to periods such as
Victorian, Georgian, Edwardian periods. All designs and styles of plasterwork

Our resoration work ranges from the simplest cornice to entire

are hand-crafted with exceptional detail and craftsmanship. Classic Cornice

ceilings. Certain projects need a lot of research and require a

Design is renowned for their quality in work and attention to detail with a fine

survey to establish the condition of the existing plasterwork

collection of cornices / coving, ceiling roses, corbels, niches on display at their

and its supporting structure. Once we’ve established this information we will offer a full report and

showroom.

projected management of the project.

		
We work on residential homes, new build properties, listed buildings, exterior work such
as GRC, GRP, stucco, interior work such as run in-situ, lath and plaster, restoration work
that includes cleaning, restoring, manufacturing and fixing. We also offer a match to existing

We can work from original samples to
replicate your design or, with research
and planning and using authentic building
materials, restore your property to historically

service on any design no matter how big or small, detailed or plain.

accurate period design. We can work from
original samples to replicate your design and

Our range of fibrous plaster mouldings include:

match, manufacture a seamless installation of
any existing damaged decorative plasterwork.
Design, manufacture and installation of
bespoke ornate decorative plasterwork. Our
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in-house drafting office produces fully detailed
architectural drawings prior to manufacture, and we are able
to providefull-size samples as part of the design process.
We are used to reconstructing ceilings and other detail from such evidence, as shown
in the detail from our restoration work at Cross Basket Castle, High Blantyre, near Glasgow.

NICHES
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If you have any questions regarding designs, costings,
time-frames please call John on 07703 493961.
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CORNICE
By framing your room with cornice, you are making a real statement. Give your rooms at your
properly real elegance with our Georgian Dentil mouldings or go for a more simple approach with
an Ogee moulding. Classic Cornice Design offers a multitude of designs and styles. We are sure
that we’ll have a suitable cornice for your requirements.

CM 3

Plain (2m Lengths)

CM 4

Small Scottish Run

CM 5

Large Scottish Run

CM 6

Small Cove Cornice

CM 7

Large Cove Cornice

CM 8

CM 9

Large Georgian

Our cornice installation work has taken us to castle’s in Scotland and stately homes in England to libraries,
listed buildings, new homes, banks, hotels and golf clubs to mention just a few.
Restoring your current cornice
You may not be after a new cornice. You may simply want to restore the cornice that you have. If this is
the case, simply call us and we’ll be happy to arrange a meeting so we can view your existing cornice at
a time suitable to you. All our cornice are bespoke and handmade using real plaster by our timeserved craftsmen and are manufactured at our own factory in Kirkintilloch, near Glasgow.
Our mouldings are truly a work of art and would be a feature to any property for years to come.

CM 10

Chamber
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CM 1

Small Plain

CM 2

Plain OG (2m Lengths)

CM 11

Large Plain with OG

CM 12

The Art Deco

CM 13

The Thornton

CM 14

CM 23

CM 24

CM 15

CM 16

CM 25

Large Dentil

CM 26

Large Dentil

CM 17

CM 18

CM 27

Medium Dentil

CM 28

Small Dentil

CM 19

CM 20

CM 29

New Egg & Dart & Dentil

CM 30

Large Egg & Dart & Dentil

Plain OG
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CM 21

Large Plain

CM 22

New Large OG

CM 31

Egg & Dart & Dentil

CM 32

Small Egg & Dart

CM 33

Medium Egg & Dart

CM 34

Medium Egg & Dart

CM 35

Swag and Drop

CM36

The Bead and Dart

CM 45

Large Ornate Corbel & Leaf

CM 37

The Floral

CM 38

Ornate Shell

CM 47

The Grand Cove

CM 39

The French Leaf and Bead

CM 40

Small Fluted
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CM 41

Large Fluted

CM 42

The Block and Patre

CM 43

Small Acanthus

CM 44

Large Acanthus

CM 46

The Grand Georgian

If you have any questions regarding
designs, costings, time-frames
please call John on 07703 493961
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CEILING ROSES
Give you room that extra wow factor. Classic Cornice Design offers a wide range of ceiling rose or
ceiling centre designs. From a simple modern inner and outer ring style to a more intricate and
traditional Victorian Egg and Dart design. With dozens to choose from we are sure we’ll have a
suitable style for you. A ceiling rose is perfect for showcasing your light fittings, making them a
real feature in any room.

CR 9

Large Ornate Rose

CR 10

CR 1

Small Plain Rose

CR 2

Small Plain Rose

CR 11

CR 12

Egg & Dart with Acanthus Leaf

CR 3

Plain Rose with Rope

CR 4

Dentil Rose

CR 13

CR 14

Small Shell

CR 5

Fan Leaf & Flute

CR 6

CR 16

Swag and Drop

CR 15

Large Outpoint
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CR 7

CR 8

CR 17

Egg & Dart and Dentil

CR 18

Floral

DADO & PICTURE

RAILS

Dado rail, also known as a chair rail, is a type of moulding fixed horizontally at roughly one third
the ceiling height to the wall around the perimeter of a room. Although traditionally used as wall

CR 19

Medium Plain Rose

CR 20

protection from furniture, in modern times they are more commonly used to give the a two toned
design approach, with the upper area being either of a different colour to the lower area.
A picture rail again is a horizontal strip of wood on a wall from which pictures can be hung. The rail
provides a way to hang pictures from, and without putting holes in your wall. Here at Classic Cornice
Design, we provide a broad range of dado and picture rails to suit any taste, any budget and any type of
property. All you have to do is come to our showroom in Kirkintilloch on the outskirts of Glasgow and you
will be impressed by the choices available to you.

CR 21

Large Plain Rose

CR 22

Large Acanthus

Restoring your current
dado or picture rail
You may not be after a new dado or picture rail.
You may simply want to revamp the dado or
picture rails that you have. If this is the case,
simply call us and we’ll be happy to take care of
it. All our dado and picture rails are bespoke and
handmade using real plaster by our time-served

CR 23

Large Adam Rose

CR 24

Large Dentil

CR 25

Egg and Dart

CR 26

Fan and Acanthus Leaf

craftsmen and are manufactured at our own
factory in Kirkintilloch, near Glasgow.

DR 2

DR 1

Plain

DR 3

Dentil
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CR 27

CR 28

DR 4

Floral

DR 5

Acanthus

NICHES

CORBELS

A niche is a shallow recess, especially one in a wall which could display lights, a statue or other

Corbels were traditionally decorative supports for arches, but can be used to enhance any

ornament. Classic Cornice Design Limited has provided churches, pubs, stately homes and castles

beam-end or ornamental fireplace. They vary from more simple designs to those with delicate

stunning Georgian, Victorian and Contemporary niche styles.

scrollwork and other features. We have provided bespoke ornamental corbels for homeowners,
hotels, banks and castles, with stunning Georgian, Victorian and contemporary Corbel styles.

Our mouldings are truly a work of art and would be a feature to any property for years to come,
that’s why Classic Cornice Design Limited has become the first choice for private clients, designers

All our corbels are bespoke and handmade using real plaster by our time-served craftsmen and are

and architects throughout the UK.

manufactured at our own factory in Kirkintilloch, near Glasgow. Our mouldings are truly a work of art
and would be a feature to any property for years to come, that’s why Classic Cornice Design Limited
has become the first choice for private clients, designers and architects throughout the UK.

N1

CB1

CB2

CB3

CB4

N2

using real
plaster by our time-served craftsmen and are
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All our products are bespoke and handmade

manufactured at our own factory in Kirkintilloch, near Glasgow
N3
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A RANGE OF OUR OTHER PRODUCTS...

FIREPLACES

ARCH

We can supply and repair your plaster fireplace for you. Classic Cornice Design Limited has

We can supply and repair your plaster arch for you. Classic Cornice Design Limited has many

provided a range of homes arcoss Scotland with our range of products and services. Do you have

years experience in both supplying new Arch’s and restoring damaged old arches. If you have an

a Firesplace that needs replaced or repaired? If so get in touch with us and see what we can do.

arch that needs replaced or repaired? then get in touch with us.

FP 1
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FP 2

ARCH 1

PANEL MOULDINGS

ORNAMENTAL

We can supply and repair your plaster mouldings for you. Classic Cornice Design Limited has

We can supply and repair your plaster ornamental for you. Classic Cornice Design Limited has

many years experience in both supplying and restoring damaged plaster work in your home

many years experience in both supplying and restoring damaged ornamental work in your home

or business. If you are in need of a replacement or repair? Then get in touch with us.

or place of business. If you are in need of a replacement or repair? Get in touch with us for advice.

PM 1

PM 2

OM 1

OM 2

OM 3

PM 3

PM 4

OM 4

OM 5

OM 6

PM 5

PM 6

OM 7

OM 8

OM 9
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PM 7

If you have any
questions regarding designs,
costings, time-frames
please call John
on 07703 493961
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OM 10

OM 11

OM 12

